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形容詞 同義詞 中文意思 

Absurd illogical; ridiculous; silly; implausible; foolish 荒誕 

Accusatory 
suggesting someone has done something wrong, 

complaining 
指責的 

Admiring approving; think highly of; respectful; praising 欣賞 

Aggressive hostile; determined; forceful; argumentative 挑釁的 

Aggrieved indignant; annoyed; offended; disgruntled 委屈 

Ambivalent having mixed feelings; uncertain; in a dilemma; undecided 矛盾的 

Amused entertained; diverted; pleased 逗樂了 

Angry incensed or enraged; threatening or menacing 生氣的 

Animated 
full of life or excitement; lively; spirited; impassioned; 

vibrant 
動畫 

Apathetic 
showing little interest; lacking concern; indifferent; 

unemotional 
冷漠 

Apologetic full of regret; repentant; remorseful; acknowledging failure 道歉的 

Critical finding fault; disapproving; scathing; criticising 批判的 
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Cruel causing pain and suffering; unkind; spiteful; severe 殘忍的 

Curious wanting to find out more; inquisitive; questioning 好奇的 

Cynical scornful of motives/virtues of others; mocking; sneering 憤世嫉俗的 

Defensive defending a position; shielding; guarding; watchful 防守 

Defiant obstinate; argumentative; defiant; contentious 挑釁 

Demeaning disrespectful; undignified 貶低 

Depressing sad, melancholic; discouraging; pessimistic 沉悶 

Derisive snide; sarcastic; mocking; dismissive; scornful 嘲諷 

Detached aloof; objective; unfeeling; distant 分離式 

Dignified serious; respectful; formal; proper 凝重 

Diplomatic tactful; subtle; sensitive; thoughtful 外交 

Disapproving displeased; critical; condemnatory 不贊成 

Disheartening discouraging; demoralising; undermining; depressing 令人沮喪 
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Egotistical self-absorbed; selfish; conceited; boastful 自負的 

Empathetic understanding; kind; sensitive 善解人意 

Encouraging optimistic; supportive 鼓勵 

Enthusiastic excited; energetic 熱情的 

Evasive ambiguous; cryptic; unclear 迴避 

Excited emotionally aroused; stirred 興奮的 

Facetious inappropriate; flippant 滑稽的 

Farcical 
ludicrous; absurd; mocking; humorous and highly 

improbable 
滑稽的 

Frank honest; direct; plain; matter-of-fact 坦率 

Frustrated annoyed; discouraged 沮喪的 

Gentle kind; considerate; mild; soft 溫和的 

Gullible naïve; innocent; ignorant 輕信 

Hard unfeeling; hard-hearted; unyielding 難的 
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Humble deferential; modest 謙遜的 

Humorous amusing; entertaining; playful 幽默 

Hypercritical unreasonably critical; hair splitting; nitpicking 挑眼 

Impartial unbiased; neutral; objective 公正 

Impassioned filled with emotion; ardent 慷慨激昂 

Imploring pleading; begging 懇求 

Impressionable trusting; child-like 印象深刻 

Inane silly; foolish; stupid; nonsensical 稻根 

Incensed enraged 被激怒了 

Incredulous disbelieving; unconvinced; questioning; suspicious 難以置信 

Indignant annoyed; angry; dissatisfied 憤怒 

Informative instructive; factual; educational 內容豐富 

Inspirational encouraging; reassuring 勵志 
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Intense earnest; passionate; concentrated; deeply felt 激烈的 

Intimate familiar; informal; confidential; confessional 親密的 

Ironic the opposite of what is meant 諷刺的 

Joyful positive; optimistic; cheerful; elated 快樂 

Judgmental critical; finding fault; disparaging 判斷的 

Laudatory praising; recommending 讚美的 

Light-Hearted carefree; relaxed; chatty; humorous 輕快 

Malicious 
desiring to harm others or to see others suffer; ill-willed; 

spiteful 
惡意的 

Mean-Spirited inconsiderate; unsympathetic 刻薄 

Mocking scornful; ridiculing; making fun of someone 嘲笑 

Mourning grieving; lamenting; woeful 喪 

Nostalgic 
thinking about the past; wishing for something from the 

past 
懷舊 

Objective 
without prejudice; without discrimination; fair; based on 

fact 
客觀的 
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Outraged angered and resentful; furious; extremely angered 憤怒 

Outspoken frank; candid; spoken without reserve 直言不諱 

Pathetic expressing pity, sympathy, tenderness 可憐的 

Persuasive convincing; eloquent; influential; plausible 有說服力的 

Pessimistic seeing the negative side of things 悲觀 

Philosophical theoretical; analytical; rational; logical 哲學的 

Playful full of fun and good spirits; humorous; jesting 俏皮 

Pragmatic realistic; sensible 務實 

Pretentious affected; artificial; grandiose; rhetorical; flashy 自命不凡 

Regretful apologetic; remorseful 遺憾 

Resentful aggrieved; offended; displeased; bitter 不滿 

Resigned accepting; unhappy 辭職 

Restrained controlled; quiet; unemotional 克制 
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Reverent showing deep respect and esteem 虔誠的 

Righteous morally right and just; guiltless; pious; god-fearing 正義 

Satirical making fun to show a weakness; ridiculing; derisive 諷刺的 

Sarcastic scornful; mocking; ridiculing 諷刺的 

Scathing critical; stinging; unsparing; harsh 尖刻 

Scornful expressing contempt or derision; scathing; dismissive 輕蔑 

Sensationalistic provocative; inaccurate; distasteful 聳人聽聞的 

Sentimental 
thinking about feelings, especially when remembering the 

past 
感傷的 

Sincere honest; truthful; earnest 真誠 

Sceptical disbelieving; unconvinced; doubting 持懷疑態度 

Solemn not funny; in earnest; serious 莊嚴 

Subjective prejudiced; biased 主觀 

Submissive compliant; passive; accommodating; obedient 順從的 
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Sulking bad-tempered; grumpy; resentful; sullen 生悶氣 

Sympathetic compassionate; understanding of how someone feels 同情的 

Thoughtful reflective; serious; absorbed 周到 

Tolerant open-minded; charitable; patient; sympathetic; lenient 寬容 

Tragic disastrous; calamitous 悲慘 

Unassuming modest; self-effacing; restrained 謙遜 

Uneasy worried; uncomfortable; edgy; nervous 不安 

Urgent insistent; saying something must be done soon 緊迫的 

Witty clever; quick-witted; entertaining 機智 

Wonder awe-struck; admiring; fascinating 想知道 

World-Weary bored; cynical; tired 厭世 

Worried anxious; stressed; fearful 擔心 

Wretched miserable; despairing; sorrowful; distressed 可憐 

 


